
Bongard-HOI: Benchmarking Few-Shot Visual 
Reasoning for Human-Object Interactions

We’ve created a new quest for visual intelligence 

What can we learn from the results on 
Bongard-HOI so far?
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• We need holistic perception and reasoning. Models that have only 
good perception (HOITrans) are likely to fail. Rather, an ideal learner 
needs to integrate visual perception in natural scenes and detailed 
cognitive reasoning.

• Pre-training improves performances. We can see from above that 
pre-training is very helpful. Compared to no pre-training, using either 
manual labels or self-supervision leads to a performance boost.

• Visual perception matters in Bongard-HOI. Natural scenes rich visual 
stimuli while bring challenges to reliable perception. In our case, the 
detected bounding boxes can be noisy and therefore hurt the reasoning.

Main results

• Images in set A depict the same human-object interaction (HOI);
• Images in set B DON’T depict this HOI;
• Can you tell whether the two query images depict that HOI?

What makes Bongard-HOI challenging?
• Few-shot learning: A problem in Bongard-HOI is 2-way 6-shot – the learner 

needs to figure out the true HOI concept with extremely few samples and 
binary labels, while performs reasoning with it.

• Context-dependent reasoning: An image in Bongard-HOI can be interpreted 
with different HOI, depending on the current problem “context”.

• Hard negatives: We make images in a problem share the same object. 
Therefore, merely recognizing the object won’t be helpful.

• Real-world images: Compared to counterparts using synthetic images (ex. 
Bongard-LOGO [2]), natural images impose challenges on perceptual 
uncertainty.

• Most of the models perform worse on challenging test sets with unseen 
actions or objects.

• Meta-learning methods are generally better than non-episodic method, 
but still largely fall behind amateur human testers.

• Even a “oracle” model, which is trained to detect HOIs from images and 
has seen all the objects and actions, cannot perform well on our tasks.

Possible models for Bongard-HOI
Few-shot learning for Bongard-HOI
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• We can formulate Bongard-HOI as a few-shot learning problem. Each problem is a 
few-shot instance with 𝑁 = 2 classes and 2𝑀 samples, and the model learns from a 
training set 𝒮 = 𝒫 ∪𝒩 = { 𝐼!" , 1 , … , 𝐼#" , 1 , 𝐼!$ , 0 , … , 𝐼#$ , 0 } and is evaluated on a 
query image 𝐼% , 𝑦% . Each example include an image 𝐼 and a class label 𝑦. In our 
case, we set 𝑀 = 6. 

• Non-episodic methods: they map all the images in a few-shot instance, i.e. ⋃&'!
(#)! 𝐼&

to the query label 𝑦%. We evaluated two of them: CNN-Baseline and WReN.
• Meta-learning method: they learn to train a classifier using 2𝑀 samples and evaluate 

their trained classifier on the query 𝐼% , 𝑦% . We evaluate four mete-learning methods 
in our experiments: ProtoNet, MetaOptNet, ANIL and Meta-Baseline. 

• Since Bongard-HOI requires the learner to identify the compositional concepts from 
the images, it is a common practice to help the model reason with relations by using 
relational inductive bias. Here we use Relational Network [3] to encode the pairwise 
relations of the objects detected in an image.  

Generalization tests
• We introduce four generalization tests to investigate whether a learner can transfer its 

few-shot learning skill to novel HOI concepts: 


